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Introduction:
Biodiversity rank high on the political agenda and permeates the development of natural resources
management to a still higher extend. However, in many cases economy is still the factor, which in the
end dictates what is possible to achieve in practice. However, what if we can find ways to manage
natural resources, which considers both aspects, without compromising one or the other significantly.
The concepts of close to nature management could be the tool to help us move in this direction and the
key to solve this rather complex equations: complexity itself. By taking advantage of nature’s own way
of coping with many of the “expensive” problems including reduced biodiversity, which are often loyal
companion to monoculture and even-aged production systems, potential resources can be released for
the benefit of biodiversity. However, to be able to convince decision makers to look this way it is often
crucial to be able to present financial figures for the given scenario. Here we face another challenge due
to the irregularity and great complexity in the system.
During this study trip, we were presented to practical examples of close to nature management with
focus on the production/commercial aspects of irregularly high stand forests. According to Andy Poore,
experienced forester and host on this trip, this challenge seems to be mostly a question of gaining the
right set of data and knowledge. This achieved by not only measuring structure and composition of one
type stand over time but also performance as structures changes. These were some of the take home
messages from a very enlightening and inspiring study trip to the South of England arranged by Pro Silva
Denmark.
PRO SILVA is a European federation of foresters who advocate forest management based on natural
processes and the topic for the study trip was Close to nature forestry and continuous cover forest
management.
Host of this visit was Andy Poore, who has experience with Close to nature forestry and continuous
cover forest management. He is member of the consultancy group Selectfor and act as manager for
several large private estates in South West England of which we were so fortunate to visit three estates
and shown several examples of close to nature managed stands.

Photo 1: Andy Poore explaining the principles of irregularly forestry
management as practiced at Stourhead Estate to a group of intensive listeners
of representatives from the Danish forestry sector joining the Prosilva Stud trip
2019..

The fundamental difference between even-aged (traditional) forest management and irregular forest
management is presented here below (figure 1). In the traditional system whole crop of trees are
periodically (long) removed and the area replanted. In the irregular system the area is continuously
covered and the area is manages as an ecosystem with more or less constant standing volume on the
area compared to the un-even aged system.

Figure 1 Illustration of traditional even-aged system characterized by clear cutting
(upper) and Irregular high stand forest system dominated by selective harvesting
(below).

Close to nature management by Andy Poore
Close to nature management as practiced by Andy Poore, is based on the theory that there will be an
ideal structure (combination of age, size-classes and species etc.) that delivers continuously the highest
annual value increment. The ideal structure is also defined as the standing potential value.
Shortly, the aim is to reach the equilibrium between the present standing value and its potential value
for each given stand. The principles used to reach equilibrium here simplified:
•
•
•

Standing value (present) > Potential Value => harvest more than annual increment
Standing Value (present) < Potential Value => wait
Standing value (present) = Potential Value => harvest annual increment

Evaluation of the value of investment:
Based on the net Annual value increment divided by the Standing Timber Value you get the Net Benefit
on the Standing Timber Value, which compared with the discount rate make it possible to evaluate this
investment to other investments.
Andy Poore uses a simple approach to move towards the potential standing value here listed by a few
types of decision rules for intervention: 1) Removing poor preforming trees, 2) Producing structure by
cutting for a range of size-classes at stand level.
If needed interventions in terms of planting is applied. The increment data is also considered a proxy for
vigor and health of the stand, and this way used a management tool.

Decision- making – from iterate attempts to empirical data driven guidance
In practice, the complexities of species composition and seasonal climatic variation mean that state of
equilibrium can only be approximated.
A key factor for reaching a stage of less uncertainty in the transformation phase and decision-making
process towards equilibrium is knowledge and data. Association Futaie Irrégulière (AFI) is a French
association founded in 1991 to monitor the development and economic performance of irregular high
forest stands. A large amount of data has been built up on the continent however, UK and Ireland lack
behind. Recently The Irregular Silviculture Network (ISN) an English speaking interface for the AFI, was
been established with the aim to obtain direct measurement of increment in permanently irregular
stands for research and management in practice. For this ISN has developed Abbreviated protocols
more suitable for more general irregular forest management purposes. Andy Poore is Vice-chairman in
ISN and directly involved by contribution with data collected according to the abbreviated protocol from
actively managed stands from some of the estates he is managing.

Practical examples of irregularly high forest stands
During the 2-day program, we were presented to examples (stands) representing different stages of
transformation from early to very well developed structures of irregularly high stand forests. In other
words, stands on different point on the timeline moving towards equilibrium.
Also several examples of local AFI research stands were presented. The stands are typically 5- 10 ha
selected characterized by being structurally advanced and cover a range of representative site-types and
species composition. Data are used to guide the development of the wider parts of the forest estate or
get information on the overall baseline of the whole forest estate.
Day 1 was a visit to Stourhead Estate with focus on irregularly silviculture in mixed conifer. This estate
covers 652 ha forestry dominated by conifer (72 %). Share of broadleaves is 26 % and 2 water etc. The
photos below is an example from a well develop structure conifer stand at Stourhead estate.

Photo 2 Mixed conifers at Stourhead (Western) Estate - well developed structure

Day 2 was a visit to Rushmore Estate with focus on Irregular Silviculture in native broadleaves. This
estate covers 833 ha, 69 % broadleaves, 26 % coniferous, 6 % avenues, launds.
The photos below show example from different earlier stages of the transformation of irregular
broadleaved stands.

Photo 3 and 4 Broadleaved irregularly silviculture in native broadleaves (Oak, Ash and Hazel) at Rushmore & Craneborne Estates

During our visit to Rusmore estate we had the opportunity to visit some of the stands included in the
Rushmore Woodland Biodiversity Project.
Irregular high forest management is considered an established management practice on several estates
in UK. In addition, it represent a high degree of complexity because of the different structures, which
favors more species, meaning more biodiversity.
To generate scientific evidence and investigate the relationship between forest structure and
biodiversity at the stand-level scale in a range of actively managed, semi-natural woodlands, the
Rushmore Woodland Biodiversity Project has been established. The aim of the project is also to shed
light on the potentially economically sustainable approach of irregular high stand forest management
compared to coppicing or non-intervention/neglect.
The project has focus on two biotic groups birds and invertebrates and their interaction with woodland
vegetation and a variety of management regimes including: Stands under transformation to irregular
high forest, Active coppice management and Limited-intervention high forest.

Photo 5 Rushmore Woodland Biodiversity Project – Active coppice management. Rushmore Estate retains the
largest area of on-rotation native coppice in UK.

Final reflections
First impression; Irregularly high forest management as practiced on several estates in the South west of
England, seems to be an obvious alternative to even-aged management regimes an made a very positive
impression. For not only the performance and economical aspects but also the simplicity of the
principles for intervention, which often seems to be the hurdle for un-even aged forest management in
practice. However, some reservation should be made regarding a direct transfer to Danish forestry.
Different climatic and edaphic conditions between the two zones can have a significant impact when it
comes to balancing weeds and success of natural regeneration. Therefore, the need for local sitespecific data should to be addressed. In addition, different conditions regarding market situation and
competition and demand have to be taken into consideration. The market in the present scenarios, is
characterized by the supply of niche product, which are somewhat different from the market in
Denmark.
Never the less, the potential of irregular high stand forest in terms of the hidden value of complexity and
its correlation to biodiversity is clear, as well as the need for this topic to be even further investigated.
No doubt, this hidden value could represent a significant incentive for starting the transformation to
close to nature management.
Overall - returning loaded with food for thoughts and an invitation to join a project-network which
combines forestry and my current field of work regarding crop-protection. Just perfect.

Photo 6 However, spiritual food does not make it alone. Forest picnic

